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Hypothesis: Imbibition of a fluid into a porous material involves the invasion of a wetting fluid in the pore
space throughpiston-like displacement, filmand corner flow, snap-off and pore bypassing. These processes
have been studied extensively in two-dimensional (2D) porous systems; however, their relevance to three-
dimensional (3D) natural porous media is poorly understood. Here, we investigate these pore-scale pro-
cesses in a natural rock sample using time-resolved 3D (i.e., four-dimensional or 4D) X-ray imaging.
Experiments: We performed a capillary-controlled drainage-imbibition experiment on an initially brine-
saturated carbonate rock sample. The sample was imaged continuously during imbibition using 4D X-
ray imaging to visualize and analyze fluid displacement and snap-off processes at the pore-scale.
Findings: We discover a new type of snap-off that occurs in pores, resulting in the entrapment of a small
portion of the non-wetting phase in pore corners. This contrasts with previously-observed snap-off in
throats which traps the non-wetting phase in pore centers. We relate the new type of pore-snap-off to
the pinning of fluid–fluid interfaces at rough surfaces, creating contact angles close to 90�. Subsequently,
we provide correlations for displacement events as a function of pore-throat geometry. Our findings indi-
cate that having a small throat does not necessarily favor snap-off: the key criterion is the throat radius in
relation to the pore radius involved in a displacement event, captured by the aspect ratio.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Multiphase flow, including drainage and imbibition, in porous
media occurs, for instance, during water infiltration in soils, geo-
sequestration of supercritical carbon dioxide (CO2) in deep saline
aquifers or depleted oil and gas fields [1], subsurface non-
aqueous phase liquid contaminant transport [2], and oil recovery
from reservoir rocks [3]. At low injection rates, typical in earth
science applications, capillary forces tend to dominate drainage
and imbibition processes. These processes consist of a sequence
of several types of fluid displacement event [4–6]. Of particular
importance is the amount of non-wetting phase that is trapped
during displacement by a wetting phase. This controls, for instance,
the efficiency of CO2 storage, where trapping is desirable, or oil
recovery where it limits the amount of production. It is also impor-
tant in many manufactured fibrous materials, such as surgical
masks, where virus-laden water should be trapped, or in fuel cells,
where produced water needs to be transported away from the
electrodes. Our current understanding is that the non-wetting
phase is preferentially trapped in larger regions of the pore space,
while the wetting phase favors the filling of narrow regions. In this
work we demonstrate that this picture is incomplete and that the
non-wetting phase can be retained in small fragments in the cor-
ners of a rough surface.

In multiphase flow, drainage is the displacement of a wetting
fluid by a non-wetting fluid, and consists of Haines jumps and
Roof-snap-off events [7,8]. This process is fairly well understood,
in which the fluid displacement follows an invasion percolation
pattern controlled by the size of the narrowest regions in the pore
space (called throats) between the adjoining widest regions (called
pores). By contrast, imbibition, which is controlled by both pore
and throat sizes [9], is not straightforward to predict due to the
complex interplay and competition of layer and film flow, piston-
like displacement and snap-off processes [3,10,11], the latter
resulting in the trapping of the non-wetting phase [12–14].

Snap-off is caused by the expulsion of the non-wetting fluid
from a throat when wetting layers in throat corners swell and
eventually touch, leading to an unstable interface [11]. It is a func-
tion of pore-throat geometry and wettability; the latter is
described by the fluid–fluid-solid contact angle [3]. Among various
geometrical parameters, aspect ratio (the ratio of pore radius to
throat radius), angularity or shape and coordination number (the
number of throats connected to a pore) have been investigated in
previous studies [9, 15-19]. Most quantitative pore-scale studies
have been conducted in effectively two-dimensional (2D) micro-
models or Hele-Shaw cells. Although these pioneering investiga-
tions have helped to explain some of the physical aspects of
pore-scale fluid displacement and snap-off processes, the rele-
vance of 2D systems to natural three-dimensional (3D) porous
media is poorly understood. Moreover, the effect of surface rough-
ness on interface pinning and fluid displacement has not been fully
resolved in natural systems [20,21].

With new developments in X-ray micro-tomography, we can
visualize and quantify multiple fluids in the pore space in three
dimensions. This technique has been used to study the burst insta-
bilities after Haines jumps [8,22,23], Roof snap-off during drainage
[24,25], traditional snap-off during imbibition [11], fluid connec-
tivity [26], ganglion dynamics [27,28], fluid desaturation [29], dis-
placement hysteresis effects [30], interface relaxation dynamics
[31], and transition regimes of flow patterns and residual satura-
tion as a function of wettability [23]. Although these displacement
processes have been studied extensively, their relationship to 3D
geometrical parameters have not been investigated in detail.

A few studies have focused on the relationship of fluid occu-
pancy and residual saturation with pore-throat geometrical
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parameters. Herring et al. [32] and Andersson et al. [33] have
reported a strong correlation of residual saturation of the non-
wetting phase with morphological and persistent homology-
based aspect ratios and a weaker correlation with the traditional
pore-throat aspect ratio. On the other hand, Tanino and Blunt
[34] reported a good correlation between residual saturation and
the traditional aspect ratio. In their work, an average aspect ratio
(ratio of the pore radius to the mean of all bounding throat radii)
was used, which does not directly reflect local trapping and
pore-filling events. To resolve these conflicting findings, a pore-
by-pore analysis of various displacement events is needed. This
type of analysis has not been presented in the literature, likely
due to the lack of time-resolved tomographic data.

In this study, we have used time-resolved 3D, i.e., four-
dimensional (4D), X-ray imaging to investigate the pore-scale
dynamics of capillary-controlled imbibition in a carbonate rock
sample. We report a previously unidentified snap-off process that
occurs in a pore rather than a throat leading to the trapping of
the non-wetting fluid in a fraction of a single pore body. We relate
this pore-snap-off to roughness-induced interface pinning result-
ing in increased apparent contact angles locally [35,36]. We also
provide new correlations of displacement events with pore-
throat geometry, which shows a strong dependence of pore-scale
displacement and snap-off processes on the aspect ratio.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

The experiment was performed on a 3.8 mm diameter and
10 mm long water-wet Ketton limestone rock sample from the
Ketton quarry, Rutland, UK, which contains 99.1% calcite with the
remaining fraction being quartz [37]. These samples were cleaned
with methanol using Soxhlet extraction apparatus for 24 h, fol-
lowed by drying in a vacuum oven at 100�C for 24 h. A solution
of 30 wt% potassium iodide (KI) salt (puriss, 99.5 %, Sigma–Aldrich,
UK) in deionized water with a salinity of 1.8 M was used as the
aqueous phase, which provided an effective X-ray contrast
between brine (wetting phase) and oil (non-wetting phase).
Decane (ReagentPlus, P99 %, Sigma–Aldrich, UK) was used as the
oil phase.
2.2. Experimental protocol

The details of experimental methodology are presented in Singh
et al. [11,38]. Here, we provide a brief description of the experi-
mental protocol. The rock sample was placed on a water-wet por-
ous plate in a Viton sleeve. The assembly was loaded in a Hassler-
type flow cell made of carbon fiber that is nearly transparent to X-
rays. The end pieces that were fitted to either sides of the sleeve
were connected to high-pressure pumps. First, the sample was sat-
urated with brine. The system was then pressurized in steps to
10 MPa with a confining pressure of 11.2 MPa. The oil was then
injected from the top at a constant pressure drop of 50 kPa to start
drainage. Once there was no further displacement of brine from
the sample, the flow was reversed by injecting brine from the base
of the sample at a constant pressure drop of 22 kPa, to start imbi-
bition. The capillary number Nc=vl/r (where v is the Darcy veloc-
ity of the invading fluid, l is the viscosity of the invading fluid, and
r is the brine-oil interfacial tension) during brine flooding was
1:26� 10�9, representing a capillary-dominated flow regime. The
sample was imaged continuously during drainage and imbibition
using synchrotron X-ray micro-tomography at the Diamond Light
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Source, with a voxel size of 3.28 lm and a time-step between con-
secutive images of 38 s.

2.3. Image processing

The reconstructed tomographic images were filtered using an
edge preserving non-local mean filter [39]. The dry filtered image
(without fluids) was segmented into two phases (pores and grains)
using a seeded watershed algorithm. From the segmented data, we
obtain a porosity (i.e., the ratio of the volume of pore space to the
total rock volume) of 0.120�0.003 in the complete imaged sample.
We then obtained parameters describing pores and throats from
the isolated pore space using a pore-throat network approach
[40]. This method uses a watershed algorithm on the distance
map of the segmented pore space image to identify throats (local
constrictions) as boundary surfaces between adjacent pores.
Fig. S1 (Supplementary Material) shows the distributions of pore
and throat radii as well as pore and throat shape factors obtained
from the pore-throat network analysis.

The time-series data containing oil and brine phases were sub-
tracted from the initial image of the rock saturated with brine, to
isolate the oil phase, which was then segmented using simple
thresholding. The segmented oil was applied as a mask on the
pore-throat network to identify the pores and throats that were
occupied by oil and brine. By repeating this procedure for each
time step (for 285 3D images), we identified the fluid occupancy
in each pore and throat at each time step, and subsequently iden-
tified snap-offs and pore-filling events by (1) identifying pores/
throats where the occupancy changes in a certain time step, and
(2) recording the occupancy of all the neighbouring pores and
throats in such instances [41]. This analysis guided the calculation
of geometrical characteristics of pores and throats involved in
pore-filling or snap-off. Note that this analysis on time-resolved
images was conducted manually for each time step for quality con-
trol. We discarded the events that occurred at the periphery of the
sample and at the top and the base of the sample, as the pore-
network extraction at these boundaries can result in inaccurate
assignment of pore and throat radii.

Brine-oil curvature mapping and capillary pressure. The brine-oil
curvature measurements were performed using a method
described in Singh et al. [11]. However, the rock phase was dilated
by 2 voxels and applied as a mask on the oil curvature maps to
remove the curvature values near the three-phase contact line. In
this work, we have performed curvature analysis on numerically
simulated images that are less distorted near the three-phase con-
tact line, compared to those in 3D images acquired in the experi-
ment. Capillary pressure was then calculated from the measured
curvature values using the Young–Laplace equation [11].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. New type of pore-snap-off leading to trapping

Using time-resolved image sequences, we have observed a new
type of displacement event leading to the formation of sub-singlet
ganglia, occupying less than a pore body. Fig. 1 shows the forma-
tion of such a ganglion, in which the oil (non-wetting phase) is dis-
placed from a pore body (Fig. 1A) to the adjacent pore through the
oil-filled throat 3 in the next time step (Fig. 1B). Theoretically, an
aspect ratio of more than 2 is favorable for snap-off leading to trap-
ping of the non-wetting phase [3], which is calculated based on 2D
geometrical concepts for contact angles close to 0�. The aspect ratio
of the pore-throat configuration (the ratio of the radius of the oil-
filled pore to the radius of oil-filled throat 3) in Fig. 1A is 2.7, there-
fore a traditional snap-off in throat 3 leading to trapping of oil in
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the middle of the pore space was expected. However, neither com-
plete pore-filling nor snap-off (due to brine layer swelling in throat
3) occurred; rather the oil-brine interface jumped to the adjacent
pore leaving a small fraction of oil which appears to be in a pore
corner close to throat 2. The oil appears to be stuck to the pore wall
crevice, and does not occupy the larger space in the center of the
pore as in the case of trapping after a traditional snap-off event
[11].

This type of snap-off and trapping has similarities to the frag-
mentation of a non-wetting phase (oil) observed during desatura-
tion at fast flow rates [43]; however, it cannot be related to the
same mechanisms as the flow rate in our study is slower by four
orders of magnitude. It may be argued that the interfacial velocity
during pore-filling in a slow capillary-dominated flow regime
might be extremely high to result in such a fragmentation; how-
ever, we hypothesize that the formation of such ganglia is likely
to be due to interface pinning at rough edges and corners of the
pore space. It may also be that this type of trapping is linked to
the traditional snap-off in a separate smaller pore adjacent to the
larger pore (refer to Fig. 1 C&D). However, after careful inspection,
we have not detected a throat near to the trapped oil. The pore
pocket (where trapping occurred, see Fig. 1D) rather appears to
be expanding into the larger pore space without any constriction
in between. Moreover, if the traditional snap-off had occurred in
a throat (if there was a throat), the trapped oil droplet would sit
inside the smaller portion of the pore pocket rather than bulging
outside into the pore as can be seen in Fig. 1D.

We test our hypothesis of interface pinning induced snap-off by
inspecting raw data (gray-scale images). Indeed, the interface pin-
ning at solid surfaces can be observed in Fig. 1C, which results in an
advancing contact angle larger than 90� (measured through brine).
We further calculated the effective contact angles at various loca-
tions on the three-phase contact line (using an automated algo-
rithm [44]), which indicates that locally contact angles close to
90� are seen which we suggest is related to interface pinning (refer
to the Supplementary Material - Fig. S2). Interface pinning can
occur due to surface roughness [21] or at the patches in the pore
space which have different wettability states. The latter is unlikely
to occur in our system, because the sample was cleaned before the
experiment and was not in contact with any surface active compo-
nents. We also do not expect pinning due to different mineralogy,
as our rock sample consists of 99.1% calcite [37]. We believe that
this interface pinning is due to surface roughness that can only
be resolved by sub-micrometer scale imaging.

We further tested our hypothesis using direct numerical simu-
lations, which show that pinning of the interface results in pore-
snap-off [42]. To mimic the effect of surface roughness, we created
a patch on rock surfaces where the trapping of the non-wetting
phase occurred (Fig. 1E). The patch was assigned a contact angle
of 70� [42], whereas the rest of the surfaces was assigned a contact
angle of 45� (which is close to that obtained for a similar brine-oil-
rock system at the same pressure and temperature conditions
[45]). The patch therefore represents a wettability altered zone
caused by roughness-induced pinning. Fig. 1 F-J show snapshots
of oil (shown in red) in the pore space at different time steps dur-
ing brine injection. With increasing brine pressure (or decreasing
capillary pressure), brine continues to displace the non-wetting
phase from the pore body, without moving the interface at the
three-phase contact points (Fig. 1 G-I). The pinning of the interface
and further increase in brine pressure results in the development
of transverse curvatures (in the opposite direction) at the brine-
oil interface (Fig. 1H). The transverse curvatures start to grow
(Fig. 1I) and destablize the interface leading to snap-off and trap-
ping (Fig. 1J). Once the oil is disconnected, the interfaces rearrange
to attain an equilibrium pressure condition (Fig. 1J). A sensitivity



Fig. 1. New type of pore-snap-off leading to the trapping of a non-wetting phase (oil). A-D show the imaging data from the experiment. (A) Oil (non-wetting phase), shown in
red, in I1 configuration at t = 128 min, 34 s. (B) At t = 129 min, 50 s, the oil-brine interface jumps to the adjacent pore, leaving behind a small fraction of oil in the pore space.
Here, t represents the time since the start of the imbibition experiment. Brine is shown transparent, while the pore-rock boundary is semi-transparent. (C-D) A two-
dimensional slice of the original gray-scale image showing (C) the pinned interface before trapping (at t = 128 min, 34 s), and (D) the trapped non-wetting (oil) phase (at t =
129 min, 50 s). E-J show results from direct numerical simulations [42]. (E) A patch (shown in green) was applied on the rock surface where a contact angle of 70� was
assigned, whereas the rest of the rock surface was assigned a contact angle of 45�. A larger contact angle on the patch surface was assigned to mimic a wettability altered zone
caused by roughness-induced pinning on the rock surface. (F-J) Snapshots of oil (shown in red) in the pore space at different time steps during brine injection, leading to
trapping of the non-wetting phase in the pore corner (J).
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analysis of the size and the contact angle of the patch is provided in
Shams et al. [42].

The capillary pressures calculated from interfacial curvatures,
measured from simulated images (Fig. 1 F-J), are shown in Fig. 2.
Initially, there are small fluctuations with a decreasing tend in cap-
illary pressure until the onset of instability marked by dashed-blue
line (Fig. 2), which corresponds to fluid configuration in Fig. 1H.
The capillary pressure at this point starts to grow until pressure
disequilibrium occurs leading to pore-snap-off and trapping. This
type of interface instability has similarities to that obtained in tra-
ditional snap-off; however, the difference is that the instability in a
pore-snap-off occurs inside a pore, as compared to a throat in the
case of a traditional snap-off.

We have found 25% of the total snap-off events in our time-
series data occurring as pore-snap-off leading to the formation of
sub-singlet ganglia. The pore-throat aspect ratio in these pore-
snap-off events is in the range of 1.6 to 2.7, which indicates that
Fig. 2. Capillary pressure calculated from interfacial curvatures, measured from
simulated images plotted as a function of time. Here, the dashed-blue shows the
onset of instability that leads to pore-snap-off indicted by the dashed-red line. The
error bars in the capillary pressure are standard error in the mean with 95%
confidence intervals.
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this type of pore-snap-off is independent of aspect ratio. Moreover,
the radii of the pores in which pore-snap-off occurred are in the
range 31 lm to 47 lm, whereas the radii of throats in which oil
was present before pore-snap-of are in the range 15 lm to
26 lm. Although these pore and throat sizes are in the upper range
of the pore size distribution curves (Fig. S1 A-B of the Supplemen-
tary Material), further experiments and analysis are needed to
investigate statistical correlations with pore and throat sizes.

The findings of this new type of pore-snap-off also have signif-
icance, for instance, for mixed-wet systems, and for other types of
rock samples, in which different wetting states within a pore can
cause interface pinning [46,47], potentially resulting in pore-
snap-off leading to trapping.
3.2. Fluid displacement correlations with pore-throat geometry

Fig. 3 C-I show pore-scale events (1 to 9) in a sequence accord-
ing to the time they occurred in a small subset of 220� 290� 190
voxels. The non-wetting phase (red) from the time-resolved seg-
mented data is superimposed on a pore-throat network extracted
from the pore space (Fig. 3 A-B), to characterize various pore-
throat geometrical properties involved in fluid displacement
events. A video of the image sequence of fluid displacement super-
imposed on a pore-throat network in this subset is available online
in Ref [48].

Two important geometrical parameters, i.e., aspect ratio (the
ratio of pore radius to throat radius involved in a displacement
event) and the shape factor (G = R2/(4A), where R is the radius of
the inscribed sphere, and A is the cross-sectional area of the pore
or throat [40,49]), are studied in this analysis. We find that the
aspect ratio for pore-filling events (i.e., brine displacing oil in
pores) is in the range of 1.2 to 1.6 (events 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8),
except for event 9 that has a value of 2.1. Note that event 8 and
event 9 occurred during the same time step after the snap-off event
6. The interfacial jump after event 6 could have created pressure
fluctuations in the adjacent pores, which could have led to pore-
filling for an unfavorable aspect ratio in event 9 [28]. The aspect
ratio for the snap-off event 6 is 3, which is substantially larger than
that for pore-filling events, therefore, resulting in unfavorable con-



Fig. 3. Pore-filling and snap-off events during imbibition in a carbonate rock. Here, the analysis is performed on a small subset of 220� 290� 190 voxels, where the size of
each voxel is 3.28 lm. (A) A pore-throat network generated from the pore space of the segmented image was used to analyze the characteristics of filling events observed in
the experiment. The pores are the largest inscribed spheres in the separated pore space, which are colored according to size. Throats, represented by gray rods, are the
narrowest constriction along the medial axis connecting two adjacent pores. (B) A sketch of pore and throat extraction. The pores are represented as maximum radius circles
(spheres in 3D) that fit into the pores space, such as Pore 1 and Pore 2. Throats are represented as tubes connecting two pores. The tube has the same radius as the constriction
separating the pores. (C) The oil phase from time-resolved tomography (at t = 25 min, 58 s) was superimposed on the pore-throat network shown in (A). (C-I) Various time
steps showing different displacement events (pore-filling and snap-off) during imbibition. Here, t represents the time since the start of the imbibition experiment. Brine and
rock are shown transparent and semi-transparent respectively for effective visualization. A time-lapse video of these events is available in Ref [48].
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ditions for pore-filling. This finding is consistent with previous the-
oretical predictions on 2D geometries, which suggest that a large
aspect ratio is favorable for snap-off [3].

The shape factor of throats involved in pore-filling events is in
the range of 0.029 to 0.049, whereas for the snap-off event 6, the
shape factor is 0.026. Smaller throat shape factors are favorable
for snap-off, since this represents throats with a large surface area
and smaller corner angles, which are likely to have more corners in
which wetting layers can reside and swell with time (with decreas-
ing capillary pressure or increasing brine pressure) leading to
snap-off.

We further extend this analysis to the complete scanned image
(1189� 1163� 1000 voxels) of the whole time-series (285 3D
images). To simplify this analysis, we first divide pore-scale dis-
placement events into In event types (Fig. 4 A-C), originally pro-
posed by Lenormand and co-workers [13,50], where n indicates
the number of throats filled by the non-wetting phase (oil) con-
nected to a pore in question; these throats are emptied by brine
between two consecutive images. The majority of fluid displace-
ments are found to be I1 (68%) and I2 (22%) events (Fig. 4D), which
occurred more frequently than snap-off. Only a few I3 events (ap-
proximately 2%) are observed in the data analyzed. This observa-
tion is expected as a higher brine pressure (or lower capillary
pressure that can be calculated using a simple geometrical analy-
sis) is needed to displace oil in I2 and I3 events compared to I1
events, thereby making I1 the predominant pore-filling process
during imbibition [51].

Fig. 4G shows the distribution of aspect ratios for various I1
pore-filling events (blue bars) and threshold aspect ratios for
snap-off events (dashed lines). The competition between a pore-
filling I1 and a snap-off event is illustrated in Fig. 4E, in which
the non-wetting phase can experience either a snap-off event in
the throat or a pore-filling event from Pore 2 to Pore 1 (in which
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Pore 2 is emptied). Most of such I1 pore-filling events occurred
for an aspect ratio less than 2 (Fig. 4G), with an average value of
1.4�0.3 (mean�SD). The smallest (threshold) value of the aspect
ratio for which we observe a snap-off followed by trapping is
2.15 (dashed gray line in Fig. 4G). This finding is in agreement with
the previous subset analysis in Fig. 3. We also observed a pore-
filling I1 event that occurred for an unfavorable aspect ratio of
2.49. This pore-filling event was observed immediately after a
snap-off event in the adjacent pore, and may be related to inertial
effects as described for event 9 in Fig. 3I and reported in a previous
study [28].

Similarly, the snap-off in a throat between two pores containing
connected oil (Fig. 4F) shows a good correlation with aspect ratio.
In this case, the non-wetting phase does not experience entrap-
ment after snap-off. A threshold value of 2.03 is found for snap-
off without trapping (dashed black line in Fig. 4G). In this analysis,
the maximum aspect ratio of a throat undergoing snap-off consid-
ering its two neighboring pores was considered.

These observed values of the threshold aspect ratio for snap-off
are consistent with the theoretical value of 2 (obtained from 2D
geometrical analysis) for contact angles close to 0� (for strongly
wetting or hydrophilic conditions) [3]. However, our results are
different from those obtained in previous 2D experimental studies,
which report that the minimum (threshold) aspect ratio for which
snap-off events occur increases from 1.50 to 1.75 for an increase in
contact angle from 0� to 55� [9,52]. The threshold aspect ratio
becomes infinite for contact angles larger than 70�, and snap-off
cannot occur in this case. The difference in the threshold aspect
ratios from those found in our analysis is likely to be due to 2D
geometry of the model experimental systems used in the previous
studies.

The average value of the aspect ratios for I2 and I3 events
(Fig. 4G, orange bars) is 1.8�0.5 (mean�SD). 28% of I2 and I3



Fig. 4. In fluid configurations and correlations with pore-throat geometry. (A-C) In configuration and pore-filling description in a square lattice with a co-ordination number of
four (after Lenormand and co-workers [13,50]). A displacement event is called I1 if one of the throats is initially filled with a non-wetting fluid (A). Similarly, I2 and I3 pore-
filling events are defined when two and three throats are initially filled with the non-wetting fluid respectively (B and C). w and nw refer to wetting and non-wetting fluids
respectively. Large black arrows show the direction of fluid displacement. (D) Frequency of different types of events observed during imbibition. This analysis has been
performed on 285 time-resolved 3D images of 1189� 1163� 1000 voxels. (E) An I1 configuration experiencing either a pore-filling event from Pore 2 to Pore 1 or wetting
layer swelling in the throat leading to snap-off and trapping in Pore 2. (F) Wetting layer swelling between two connected pores with I2 configurations leading to snap-off in
the throat. In this case, the non-wetting fluid after snap-off stays connected. (G) Aspect ratio distributions for I1; I2 and I3 events. Dashed gray and black lines show minimum
(threshold) values of aspect ratios obtained for snap-off resulting in oil trapping (for I1 configurations) and snap-off without trapping between connected oil in two pores
respectively. (H) Correlation (Pearson’s r) with respect to filling event showing relationship between displacement events (snap-off/In) and pore-throat geometry. (I) Throat
shape factor distribution for I1; I2 and I3 events. Throat shape factors for snap-off events are overlain on the data along the top x-axis.
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pore-filling events occurred for an aspect ratio larger than 2. In
these events, it is likely that a snap-off occurred in one or more
throats leading to a piston-like displacement in other throats.
The time resolution of tomography is not sufficient to confirm this
hypothesis. This would need further investigation by conducting
faster tomography or direct numerical simulations.

To investigate how well geometrical characteristics explain the
observed filling types, we have calculated the correlations between
pore-throat geometric parameters and displacement events (snap-
off, In), as shown in Fig. 4H. The correlation of two variables was
obtained by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient (Pear-
son’s r).

r ¼

Xn
i¼1

ðxi � �xÞðyi � �yÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
i¼1

ðxi � �xÞ2
s ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

i¼1

ðyi � �yÞ2
s ð1Þ
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where �x and �y are the mean values of variables x and y respectively.
xi and yi are individual data points of variables x and y respectively.
We have used xi as an indicator function which shows whether it is
an In event (value = 0) or a snap-off (value = 1). The second variable
yi is the pore-throat parameter studied (e.g., aspect ratio, pore
radius, throat radius, throat shape factor and pore coordination
number). The values of Pearson’s r can range from �1 to + 1, where
values close to �1 and + 1 indicate strong correlations between the
event type and geometric parameter in question, whereas a value of
0 shows no correlation. The analysis presented in Fig. 4H shows that
the aspect ratio is strongly correlated to the occurrence of snap-off
or In events, with Pearson’s r in the range 0.6 and low p-values (the
probability of no correlation; the values are reported in Table S1 in
the Supplementary Material). This analysis is consistent with the
analysis presented in Fig. 4G. The observation of a strong correlation
of pore-scale events with the aspect ratio is important. For instance,
the implementation of these correlations in pore-network models is
likely to improve the accuracy of predictions. Pore-network models
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are frequently used for the prediction of multiphase flow in 3D por-
ous media [14,41,53], due to their fast run time and the possibility
of upscaling them to larger domains, which is a limitations of more
accurate direct numerical simulations. However, further time-
resolved experiments on different rock types and wettability are
required to generalise our findings and implement them in pore-
network simulations.

Pore radius and snap-off/In show a good correlation (Fig. 4H),
indicating that pore filling is suppressed when the pore involved
is large; however, throat radius shows a poor correlation with high
p-values (Supplementary Material). This observation indicates that
just having a small throat does not necessarily favor snap-off over
pore-filling: the key criterion is the throat radius in relation to the
pore, which is captured by the aspect ratio. The coordination num-
ber analysis for snap-off/In events shows a poor correlation, which
could be due to misidentification of snap-off followed by I1 events
as I2 events (due to the limited time resolution of the
measurements).

The throat shape factor shows weaker correlations (Fig. 4H)
with significantly higher probability of the null hypothesis (no
relationship), refer to Table S1, Supplementary Material. This
observation is consistent with the findings reported in Fig. 4I.
Although a majority of snap-off events occurred in throats with
lower throat shape factors (Fig. 4I), the range of these values over-
laps with the distribution of throat shape factors for I1; I2 and I3
events. This unexpected result could be due to a limited voxel
count in throats (due to image resolution) which does not allow
for the accurate estimation of shape factors. Additional experi-
ments using sub-micrometer resolution 4D imaging are needed
to provide further details.

3.3. Unexpected I2 pore-filling event

We have observed an I2 pore-filling event that occurred for
unfavorable aspect ratios. Fig. 5A shows this I2 fluid configuration
where two throats connected to a pore are occupied by the non-
wetting phase (oil). In the next time step, the non-wetting phase
is displaced to the adjacent pores through the throats (Fig. 5B).
The aspect ratios involved in the displacement event 1 and event
2 are 3.3 and 4.4 respectively, which are favorable for snap-off
and oil trapping; however, the oil migrates to the adjacent pores
without being trapped. It is possible that a snap-off event occurred
in one of the throats, resulting in a subsequent I1 event through the
other throat potentially due to inertial effects caused by the snap-
off. We cannot exclude that this type of displacement event is more
Fig. 5. Unexpected I2 pore-filling event. (A) Oil (non-wetting phase) in I2 configuration
119 min, 42 s. Here, AR represents the aspect ratio, and t represents the time since the
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important in other pore geometries without understanding what
causes it; therefore further research is needed.

4. Conclusions

Using fast 4D synchrotron X-ray micro-tomography, we have
identified a new type of pore-snap-off that occurs in pores leading
to non-wetting phase trapping in a fraction of a pore body. This
contrasts with traditional snap-off that occurs in throats leading
to trapping of the non-wetting phase in pore centers [12,54]. We
relate the new type of pore-snap-off to interface pinning at rough
pore surfaces, which results in an advancing contact angle close to
90� during displacement in a water-wet (hydrophilic) system. This
type of pore-snap-off could also occur in mixed-wet systems,
where interface pinning can happen at different wettability sec-
tions within a pore [45,55].

Our analysis also provides important insights into various dis-
placement events such as In pore-filling, snap-off and trapping dur-
ing imbibition. By extracting a pore-throat network and
superimposing it on the oil phase in consecutive time-series
images, we have analyzed conditions that are favorable for each
event type. The Pearson correlation coefficient and the null
hypothesis probability showed that the aspect ratio has a strong
influence on whether a snap-off or a pore-filling event occurred.
Aspect ratios less than 2.15 (threshold value) were found to be
favorable for I1 pore-filling, except for 3% of I1 events that occurred
for more than this threshold value. This threshold value is signifi-
cantly larger than the values 1.50 to 1.75 reported in the literature
[9,52], which were obtained using 2D experimental studies. The
difference in the threshold aspect ratios is likely to be due to 2D
geometry of systems used in the previous studies, which suggests
that model 2D systems cannot always reproduce quantitative
information of natural 3D systems or it would at least require some
scaling parameters.

Furthermore, our results show that 28% of I2 and I3 pore-filling
events occurred for an aspect ratio larger than 2. Firstly, these
unfavorable pore-filling events may be related to inertial effects,
especially after a snap-off event in an adjacent throat; however,
further research is needed to support this hypothesis. Secondly,
this unfavorable pore-filling may be due to misidentification of
snap-off followed by I1 and I2 as I2 and I3 events respectively,
which may be due to limited time resolution. We have also identi-
fied an unexpected I2 pore-filling event for high aspect ratios that
were favorable for snap-off; however, the time resolution is not
sufficient to investigate it further. Future work can focus on using
at t = 118 min, 26 s. (B) The oil-brine interface is displaced to adjacent pores at t =
start of the imbibition experiment.
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faster synchrotron imaging [56] or the visualization of flow in 3D
printed micromodels [57] along with direct numerical simulations
[42,58–60] to investigate these processes in detail.

Overall, the analysis and correlations provided in this study
improve our general understanding of the physics of fluid flow in
water-wet porous media, and consequently of pore-scale models
of fluid displacement processes. Specifically, this new type of trap-
ping in pores needs to be incorporated into existing multiphase
flow models. Further experiments and similar analysis on porous
media with altered wettability, or on other types of porous media,
e.g., sand packs, sandstones and more complex carbonate rocks, are
needed to extend the generality of our approach. With a complete
understanding of pore-scale processes, we will be able to design
materials and processes that either maximize or minimize the
amount of trapping, dependent on application.
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